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Preface
O N  T H I S  b o o k ’s  cover is a painting by the Dutch artist Aert de Gelder 
(1645-1727 CE), entitled “King David.” The portrait carries a twofold resonance 
for the present study. In part, we find the image of an elderly David next to a doc 
ument he is composing, an act well-attested within the biblical depiction of the 
king but problematized in the discussion that follows in its attempt to historicize 
the emergence of Hebrew prose writing in antiquity. Yet what is also featured in 
this portrait is a particular vision of the past, a vision that elides two and half mil 
lennia of history by depicting David as if  he occupied the same world in which de 
Gelder lived. Untroubled by such anachronisms, de Gelder’s work foregrounds a 
theme that will play out over the course of this book: how the past is conceived is 
shaped by the era in which it is thought.
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Introduction
M E M O R Y  I N  A  T I M E  O F  P R O S E
A  common problematic, in fact, flows through the phenom 
enology ofmemory, the epistemology o f history, and the her 
meneutics o f  the historical condition: the problematic o f the 
representation o f the pastJ
O N E  OF T H E  great mysteries o f the Hebrew Bible is how its stories about the 
past came to be. When searching for clues that might offer some insights into 
the creation of these writings, we are confronted at the outset by literature that 
never discloses the dates o f  its composition or the settings in which its texts 
emerged. The hope o f circumventing this silence through the possibility o f ar 
chaeological discovery, where the unearthing o f a palace archive or corpus of 
temple documents might reveal in situ instances o f specific bibhcal texts, has 
never been realized. The greatest archaeological find that pertains to the bib 
lical writings is unquestionably the Dead Sea Scrolls, yet the earliest biblical 
documents included among this cache (dated to ca. the mid-third century b c e )̂ 
were copies of what were likely preexisting manuscripts whose origins are still 
unknown.
But the most serious impediment to our understanding o f these stories’ for 
mation is the fact that their writers took no credit for them. O f those narratives 
that form the focus o f this work, not one text that recounts an occurrence from 
Israel or Judah’s past is accompanied by a signature or claim of authorship. This 
omission is peculiar not only from the publication practices and perspectives of
I. P. Ricoeur, Memory, History, Forgetting (trans. by K. Blarney and D. Pcllauer; 
Chicago: University o f  Chicago Press, 1004), xvi.
z. F. Cross, “Palaeography and the Dead Sea Scrolls,” in Jhe D ead Sea Scrolls A fter Fifty 
Years: A  Comprehensive Assessment, vol. i (eds. P. Flint and J. VanderKam; Leiden: Brill, 
J9 9 8 ) . 3 7 9 - 4 0 2 -
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intellectual property common today, but also from the standpoint o f the sto 
rytellers o f the ancient Greek and Roman worlds to which we are also heirs. 
So Herodotus can begin his famous work with the declaration: 'HpoSirou 
AXiK«pv»]cro-̂ oi; loropiy ĝ (“Herodotus of Halicarnassus here displays
his inquiry.. . . ” [Hdt. i.i]).
By contrast, what we find in the narrative works o f the Hebrew Bible are 
anonymous, third person texts written by those whose identities are lost to his 
tory and, barring an unexpected archaeological discovery, will remain forever so. 
A result o f this anonymity was the rendering of written accounts that appear un 
mediated by any individual tethered to a particular time and place, stories voiced, 
consequently, by a narrator who remains concealed and who is therefore osten 
sibly free from the restrictions imposed by a specific, identifiable point o f  view.’ 
Yet this sophisticated manner o f storytelling also withholds important histor 
ical clues about the production o f these texts. Within Herodotus’s short opening 
statement cited above, for example, three crucial pieces o f information emerge 
for the historian to consider: the name o f the author (Herodotus), the author’s 
origin (Halicarnassus), and the type o f account that is being put forward (an 
“inquiry” or, as it is commonly translated, a history). Throughout his writings, 
Herodotus even offers candid remarks as to where he obtained certain sources 
(Idyot) for his work and how he came to negotiate divergent or contradictory 
reports from among them.
The stories told in the Hebrew Bible offer none of this information. Unable 
to determine the precise personalities who contributed to these writings, schol 
ars have long devoted themselves instead to what they can discern about how 
the various biblical works were pieced together over time.'’ Through painstaking 
analysis o f the textual layers and seams that emerged during many generations 
o f activity, this approach to the biblical writings has helped to reveal the intri 
cate manner by which this ancient collection o f texts developed and the diverse 
traditions that contributed to its formation. Even i f  the precise contours o f the 
sources behind these writings and the types of revisions made to them are still
3. R. Alter, The A rt o f Biblical Narrative (New York: Basic Books, 1981), 157-84. Cf. M. 
Sternberg, The Poetics o f Biblical Narrative: Ideological Literature and the Drama of Reading 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1987), 84-118.
4. For introductory discussions on these matters, see O. Eiiifeld, The Old Testament: An 
Introduction (trans. P. R. Ackroyd; Oxford: Blackwell, 1965), 119-53! R. Kratz, The 
Composition o f  the Narrative Books of the Old Testament (trans. J. Bowden: London: T& T  
Clark, 1005), 1-5, 309-11; K. Schmid, The Old Testament: A  Literary History (trans. L. 
Maloney; Minneapolis: Fortress, 1011) 1-31: andR. Smend, “In the Wake ofWcllhausen: The 
Growth o f a Literary-critical School and Its Varied Influence,” in The Hebrew Bible/Old 
Testament: The History o f Its Interpretation,Yo\. III/i (ed.M.Saebo; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck 
& Ruprecht, 1013), 471-91.
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much debated, the lengthy process by which the biblical writers assembled and 
reworked the texts now enclosed within the Hebrew Bible has been demon 
strated with great care and sophistication.
Dispelled through this research, accordingly, has been the image of the solitary 
biblical author composing finalized, lengthy works in a single lifetime, safeguarded 
after publication from further alterations and circulated for an audience who 
accessed them individually through private readings. In place o f such ideas about 
authorship and literary production is our current appreciation of the Hebrew Bible 
as a composite and fluid text before its (late) canonization,* fashioned by numerous 
hands over the course o f hundreds of years.  ̂R. Alter, for example, lifts up the “elab 
orately layered nature” of biblical narrative and comments further:^
A  century o f analytic scholarship has made powerful arguments to the 
effect that where we might naively imagine that we are reading a text, 
what we actually have is a constant stitching together o f earlier texts 
drawn from divergent literary and sometimes oral traditions, with minor 
or major interventions by later editors in the form of glosses, connecting 
passages, conflations of sources, and so forth.
Undeterred, as Alter observes, from introducing revisions into older documents 
handed down to them and uninterested in claiming originality for what new 
compositions they may have achieved, the individuals who produced the writ 
ings of the Hebrew Bible operated under much different assumptions o f author 
ship than current today.* For such reasons, an emphasis has come to be placed on 
the essential role played by a collection o f  unidentified scribes—what has been
5. So Carr, for example, observes that even in the Hasmonean period (164-63 b c e ) ,  “the books o f  
the Hebrew Bible were still in a remarkable amount o f flux at this time.” D. Carr, The Formation of 
the Hebrew Bible: A  New Reconstruction (Oxford: Oxford University Press, zoii), 153. Cf. Emanuel 
Tov, Textual Criticism ofthe Hebrew Bible (3rded.; Minneapolis: Fortress, aoii), 161-90.
6. W. Schniedewind, How the Bible Became a Book: The Textualization o f Ancient Israel 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1004), 1-34: D. Carr, Writing on the Tablet o f the 
Heart: O rient o f Scripture and Literature (New York: Oxford Universiry Press, 1005), 3-16, 
m -7 6 ; idem. The Formation of the Hebrew Bible, 3-11; K. van der Toorn, Scribal Culture 
and the Making o f the Hebrew Bible (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1007), 1-50; E. 
Mroczek, The Literary Imagination in Jewish Antiquity (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
Z016), 3-18.
7. R. Alter, The A rt o f  Biblical Narrative (New York: Basic Books, 1981), 13a.
8. So also Ulrich: “That is, each [biblical] book is the product not of a single author, such as 
Plato or Shakespeare, but of multiple, anonymous bards, sages, religious leaders, compilers, or 
tradents... the biblical books are constituted by earlier traditions being repeated, augmented, 
and reshaped by later authors, editors, or tradents, over the course of many centuries.” E.
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termed a “scribal culture’̂ —in the production and transmission o f texts that 
came to be included within the biblical corpus.
By Hebrew scribalism, then, I mean a specific scribal tradition constituted 
by individuals who were demarcated from the vast majority o f their contem 
poraries by being trained in the specific crafi o f writing and reading texts in 
the Hebrew language.'® Artisans skilled in technologies o f textuality," these 
scribes were rarely the sole proprietors o f  the biblical documents we possess 
but were rather part o f  a wider, interconnected scribal craft tradition that gen 
erated, copied, and maintained texts held in common over time. The biblical 
writings were o f course authored by individuals o f great talent and creativity, 
but the terminology o f “scribe” used in the following is one put forward to disa 
buse us o f modern conceptions of authorship and book culture so as to be more 
sensitive to the wider ancient Near Eastern scribal milieu of which Hebrew 
scribes were also part. One o f the great advancements made in recent biblical 
scholarship is a greater appreciation o f the socio-historical circumstances in 
which Hebrew scribalism developed in antiquity, that is, the training, places 
of production, status, and function o f scribes in the southern Levant, insights 
into which have been ascertained through more recent epigraphic finds from 
the region and from comparative considerations drawn from other scribal cul 
tures in the ancient Near East."
Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Developmental Composition o f  the Bible (Leiden: Brill, 
1015), 2.
9. By scribal culture, van der Toorn writes of the “universe of these scribes: their social role 
and status, their training, the arts of their craft, their ways of thinking; in brief, scribal cul 
ture” {Scribal Culture, 8).
10. As discussed in Chapter 1, it is nevertheless important to note that the term “Hebrew” 
is a designation never used within the biblical writings to describe the language spoken and 
transcribed within it. Instead, this language is referred to as “Canaanite” (Isa. 19:18) or, in 
later texts, as “Yehudite” (Neh. i}:i4). But by virtue o f  the millennia-long history in  which 
the term Hebrew has been applied to the language o f  the Hebrew Bible, beginning w ith the 
Jewish writers behind the Mishnah in the third century CE, this study will do the same.
11. S. Sanders, The Invention o f  Hebrew (Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 2009), 
130-36.
12. ■ In addition to Van der Toorn and Sanders’ works cited above, see, for example, A. Lemaire, 
Les Ecoles et la formation de la Bible dans I’ancien Israel (Fribourg: Editions Universitaires, 
1981): D. Jamieson-Drake, Scribes and Schools in Monarchic Judah: A  Socio-Archaeological 
Approach (ShefEeld: Almond Press, 1991); P. Davies. Scribes and Schools: The Canonization o f 
the Hebrew Scriptures (Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 1998); E. Tov, ScribalPractices and 
Approaches Reflected in Texts Found in theJudean Desert (Leiden: Brill, 2004); R. Byrne, “The 
Refuge o f  Scribalism in Iron I Palestine,” BASOR 345 (2007): 1-31: L. Perdue, ed.. Scribes, 
Sages, and Seers: The Sage in the Eastern Mediterranean World (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck&
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But questions about these scribes and the texts they composed remain. One un 
certainty not addressed within approaches that focus on the stages o f the Hebrew 
Bibles development is the character o f the source material, written or oral, that 
the biblical scribes drew on in order to shape the stories that they eventually wrote 
down. This concern becomes more pointed with the widespread recognition that 
many o f the bibhcal stories we now possess took shape long after the purported 
events they recount. Tales surrounding Samson’s clashes against Philistine foes, 
Hannah’s supplications at Shiloh, Saul’s fall from grace, David’s rise to power, 
Bath-Sheba’s maneuvers to place her son on the throne—few historians today 
would argue that these are first-hand, eyewitness accounts o f the incidents these 
texts describe. Yet if  these stories were not contemporaneous reports, then a fun 
damental historical question comes to the fore: what did the biblical scribes know 
about the past referred to in their narratives? And how did they come to know it?
The intent of this book is to investigate such questions by focusing on a col 
lection o f biblical narratives that are set within the early Iron Age period (ca. 
1175-830 b c e ) . '*  With the scribes behind these narratives writing many years, 
if  not centuries, after the events their stories recount, this study examines what 
knowledge about the early Iron Age was available to them. The chief aim o f this 
study, then, is to complement other historical approaches to the formation o f the 
Hebrew Bible by focusing on the stories that its scribes devised in an effort to 
explore what information may have been conveyed to them about times previous 
to their own.
In short, the primary interest o f  this work is that of epistemology, or the 
sources, limits, and conditions o f knowing that shaped the biblical narratives 
composed about the early Iron Age period. The immediate difficulty confronted 
in this pursuit is that the biblical writers never discuss how they formed their
Ruprccht, 1008); C . Rollston, Writing and Literacy in the World of Ancient Israel: Epigraphic 
Evidence from the Iron Age (Atlanta: Society o f  Biblical Literature, zoio), R Davies and T. 
Romer, eds.. Writing the Bible: Scribes, Scribalism, and Script (Durham: Acumen, 2,013).
13. In terms of the archaeological record of the region, this timeframe would coincide with 
the Iron I-IIA periods. For considerations drawn for my dating of this period, and an over 
view of the debates surrounding Iron Age chronology in the southern Levant, see D. Frcse 
and T. Levy, “The Four Pillars of the Iron Age Low Chronology,” in Historical Biblical 
Archaeology and the Future: The New Pragmatism (ed. T. Levy; London: Equinox, 2010), 
187-102; I. Finkelstein and E. Piasctiky, “The Iron Age Chronology Debate: Is the Gap 
Narrowing?,” N EA  74.1 (2011): 50-54; A. Mazar, “The Iron Age Chronology Debate: Is 
the Gap Narrowing? Another Viewpoint,” N EA  74.2 (2011): 105-11; H. Katz and A. Faust, 
“The Chronology of the Iron IIA in Judah in Light of the Tel ‘Eton Tomb C3 and Other 
Assemblages,” BASOR 371 (2014): 103-27; Y. Asscher et al., “Absolute Dating of the Late 
Bronze Age to Iron Age Transition and the Appearance of Philistine Culture in Qubur 
el-Walaydah, Southern Levant,” Radiocarbon 57.1 (2015): 77-97.
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narratives or what source material they would have relied on for doing so. The 
substance o f the putative sources they may have used, when they were accessed, 
or how they were incorporated into these scribes’ writings all remain unknown 
to us. The obscurity o f those who wrote these texts and the few traces they left 
behind about their craft only makes such questions more difficult to answer. 
However much we may desire to do so, we cannot, like studies o f Thucydides or 
Berossus,'"* respond to such issues by focusing on the lives of particular biblical 
scribes in order to retrace the historical influences that contributed to the forma 
tion of their writings.
What is available to us however are the stories themselves. Embedded within 
these accounts are not only the literary seams and fractures that disclose impor 
tant information as to the compositional history o f the Hebrew Bible, but also 
a host of references to past phenomena—events, people, places, practices—that 
are said to have belonged to the era o f the early Iron Age. These references are 
of utmost importance for the study at hand because they offer the opportunity 
to triangulate their claims with a wider constellation o f archaeological evidence 
unearthed from the era in which the biblical stories are set, enabling us to ex 
amine the relationship between the past attested by these archaeological remains 
and that past represented within the biblical writings. Biblical allusions to the 
early Iron Age sites o f Gath (Chapter i) or Ziklag (Chapter 3), for example, invite 
us consider how these references resonate with what is known about these loca 
tions through the archaeological excavations carried out in their ruins.
Thus, even i f  we cannot identify the precise individuals who wrote these bib 
lical texts or specify the dates in which they were composed, what is possible is 
to pursue an approach that juxtaposes the narrative world the biblical writings 
portray with an early Iron Age landscape made known through archaeological 
research. And what comes to light through this manner of investigation, I argue, 
are meaningful derails concerning the past knowledge made available to Hebrew 
scribes through information handed down to them, including insights into the 
underlying frameworks and modes o f knowing that would have made narrating 
a past in prose writing possible.
This historical interest in epistemology is explored in the following through a 
series o f case studies that take up this comparative approach, each chapter focal 
ized on particular biblical stories that occur during the centuries o f the early 
Iron Age. My reason for restricting the present investigation to this period in
14. There is, for example, no study o f  a Hebrew scribe that parallels the seminal work o f  
S. Hornblower, Thucydides (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1987); or the recent collection o f  
essays on Berossus in J. Haubold et al., eds.. The W orld ofBerossus (Wiesbaden: Harassowitz 
Verlag, 1013).
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time arises in part from practical considerations. In light o f  the fact that the past 
narrated in the Hebrew Bible covers an era that stretches beyond two millen 
nia, some limits are necessary in what can be covered within a work o f this size 
and scope.
But the decision to limit this study to an early Iron Age past is also an attempt 
to be sensitive to the concerns o f  the biblical scribes themselves. For o f all the 
eras that preoccupy those individuals behind the writing o f the Hebrew Bible, it 
is the time of Israel and Judah s emergence as autonomous kingdoms during the 
early Iron Age period, o f struggles against foreign foes and concerns over leader 
ship and communal preservation, that receives the greatest amount o f narrative 
space within the biblical corpus. To inquire into the early Iron Age is therefore to 
attend to that era which fascinated the biblical scribes most.
The questions this book seeks to address are therefore quite distinct from 
those works that attempt to demonstrate or refute the historicity o f particular 
biblical claims made about the past. Nor does this study aspire to provide a crit 
ical reading of specific biblical passages so as to offer historical reconstructions 
of the rise of Israelite and Judahite political entities in the early Iron Age or the 
religious beliefs that may have been present in the region at this period in time. 
Instead, at the center o f this study are the anonymous Hebrew scribes who, 
through methods and sources that are still mostly hidden from us, composed 
some of the most influential stories in the history o f Western literature. This 
work’s interest in the epistemological conditions that would have supported this 
storytelling is thus one attempt, among others that could be pursued, to better 
understand the scribal hands behind the shaping o f this literature.
W ith these concerns in mind, the following study draws near in spirit to the 
pioneering work o f H. Gunkel and H . Grefimann at the turn o f the twentieth 
century. Already incipient in the works o f these scholars was an acute historical 
interest in the material the biblical scribes may have drawn on to form the nar 
rative works that came to be included in the Hebrew Bible.” Departing from the 
dominant approaches o f their time toward the compositional stages o f biblical 
literature in antiquity, including). Wellhausen’s enormously influential analyses,’*
15. For example, H . Gunkel, “Geschichtsschrcibung im A.T.,” in Religion in Geschichte
und Gegenwart', vol. I (ed. H. Gunkel; Tubingen: Mohr, 1348-54; idem,
“Geschichtsschreibung im A.T.,” in Religion in Geschichte und Gegenwart (ind ed.; 
Tubingen: Mohr, 1917), II: iiia -i5 ; H . Grefimann, “The Oldest History W riting in Israel,” in 
Narrative and Novella in Samuel: Studies by Hugo Gressmann and Other Scholars igod-igz^ 
(trans. D . Orton; ed. D. Gunn; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1991), 13-19.
16. For a review of the wider circumstances behind Gunkel’s departure from Wellhausen, see 
now the incisive study of P. Kurtz, “Waiting at Nemi: Wellhausen, Gunkel, and the World 
behind their Work,” H TR  109.4 (1016): 567-85. Cf. R. Smend, “Gunkel und Wellhausen,”
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Gunkel and Grefimann sought instead to inquire into the presumptive sources that 
would have contributed toward the writings the biblical scribes later developed.'^ 
Even if  their reconstructions of the historical settings in which these sources arose 
and the timeframe in which they were written down are not ones that will be fol 
lowed here, the questions they posed about the precompositional material that con 
tributed to the formation of the biblical narrative and, above all, their early insights 
into the importance of oral tradition and transmission on this corpus, are influences 
that will be felt throughout this work.
This book however moves beyond these early efforts by also building on 
a number o f more recent studies o f Hebrew scribalism that focus less on dis 
tinguishing the precise forms (sa^, legend, report, etc.) these putative sources 
may have taken {Formgeschichte) or how they may have developed over time 
{tJberlirferungsgeschicht^ and more on the broader scribal contexts in which this 
source material came to be textualized. In addition to K. van der Toorn s important 
work on Hebrew scribal culture cited above, particular mention should be made 
in this vein of a series of investigations undertaken by D. Carr that point up the 
“oral-written interface”'* that lay behind the biblical writings and whose scholarship, 
alongside other recent publications,” also foregrounds the essential role of memory
in Hermann Gunkel (iSdz-igja) (ed. E. Waschke; Ncukirchcn-Vluyn: Ncukirchencr 
Verlagsgesellschaft, 1013), 11-40.
17. For Gunkcl’s response to Wellhausen’s critique of his method, see H . Gunkel, “Aus 
Wellhausen’s neuesten apokalyptischen Fotschungen. Einige principiclle Eroterungen,” 
Z W T  41 (1899): 581-611; Cf. idem, “Ziele und Methoden der Erklarung des Alten 
Testamentes," in Reden und Aufsdtze (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1913), 11-19. 
For Grefimann, see H . Grefimann, “Die Aufgaben der alttestamentlichen Forschung” Z A W  
14 (1914): 1-33. On this point, see again Kurtz, “Waiting at Nemi,” 570-71.
18. Carr, Tablet o f the Heart, 3-16: idem. Formation o f the Hebrew Bible, 3-151. For further 
discussion of this theme and other scholarship on the topic, see Chapter i and its section on 
“Hebrew Prose: Comparative and Theoretical Issues.”
19. The bibliography on memory is already vast within the sphere o f  Hebrew Bible schol 
arship, but for a sampling o f  different methods and perspectives, see J. van Oorschot, 
“Geschichte als Erinnerung und Wisscnschaft— ein Beitrag zu ihrem Verhaltnis,” 
in Erzdhlte Geschichte: Beitrdge zur narrativen Kultur im alten Israel (ed. R. Lux; 
Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchner, 1000), 1-17; M. S. Smith, The Memoirs o f  God: History, 
Memory, and the Experience of the Divine in Ancient Israel (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 
1004); J. Gcrtz, “Konstruierte Erinnerung: Alttestamentlich Historiographie im Spiegel von 
Archaologie und literarhistorischer Kritik am Fallbeispiel des salomonischen Konigtums,” 
BthZ I I  (1004): 3-19: R. Hendel, Remembering Abraham: Culture, Memory, and History 
in the Hebrew Bible (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1005); idem, “Cultural Memory,” in 
ReadingGenesis: Ten Methods (ed. R. Hendel; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1010), 
18-46: A. Leveen, Memory and Tradition in the Book o f Numbers (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1008); E. Ben Zvi, “O n Social Memory and Identity Formation in Late 
Persian Yehud: A  Historians Viewpoint with a Focus on Prophetic Literature, Chronicles 
and the Dtr. Historical Collection,” in Texts, Contexts and Readings in Postexilic Literature
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within the scribal production o f these texts/° In addition, a significant influence on 
the chapters that follow is the work of S. Sanders and his investigations into what 
the epigraphic record from the Late Bronze and Iron Age periods in the southern 
Levant can tell us about the early texrualization of rhe Hebrew language in antiq 
uity, including the remarkable decision made by Hebrew scribes, as Sanders draws 
out and details so well, to suddenly compose documents in their own local vernac 
ular after centuries in which no scribe from the southern Levant had overwritten his 
or her native language down.” Finally, the more recent work of F. W. Dobbs-Allsopp 
and his incisive study of what he terms an “informing orahty” that conditioned how 
the biblical writings were developed and performed, whether in instances o f poetry 
or in connection with forms of prose storytelling that sit at the center of this work, 
will be felt throughout the pages that follow.”
What separates this investigation from these important studies is its explicit 
interest in matters o f epistemology and its turn toward more recent archaeolog 
ical excavations in the southern Levant in order to address such concerns. A pri 
mary impetus for this work resides in the fact that we now have at our disposal an 
astonishing amount of new historical evidence pertaining to the ancient world 
of the southern Levant that was simply unavailable to scholars who came before. 
And this book argues that this new evidence matters for how we understand the 
knowledge drawn on by Hebrew scribes about an early Iron Age past and the
Explorations into Historiography and Identity Negotiation in Hebrew Bible and Related Texts 
(ed. L.Jonker; Tubingen: Mohr-Siebeck, io n )  95-148: D. Y\o^e.,David'sJerusalem: Between 
Memory and History (New York: Roudcdge, 2015), 8-61; I. W ilson, Kingship andMemory in 
Ancient Judah (New York: Oxford, 1017), 13-40.
10. C&tt, Formation o f the Hebrew Bible, 3-56; idem, “Orality, Textuality, Memory: The 
State of Biblical Studies,” in Contextualizing Israel’s Sacred Writings: Ancient Literacy, 
Orality, and Literary Production (ed. B. Schmidt; Atlanta: SBL Press, 1015), 161-73.
11. S. Sanders, Invention of Hebrew, cf. idem, “W riting and Early Iron Age Israel: Before
National Scripts, Beyond Nations and States,” in Literate Culture and Tenth-Century 
Canaan: The Tel Zayit Abecedary in Context (eds. R. Tappy and P. K. McCarter; W inona 
Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2008), 97-111. For other important studies o f  scribalism in the ancient 
Near East that w ill have a bearing on the chapters that follow, see R. Williams, “Scribal 
Training in Ancient Egypt,”^ O S  91 (1971): 114-11; J. M. Sasson, “On Idrimi and Sarruwa 
the Scribe” in Studies on the Civilization and Culture ofN uzi and the Hurrians (eds. M. A. 
Morrison and D. I. Owen; W inona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1981), 309-14; E. Havelock, The 
Muse Learns to Write: Reflections on Orality and Literacyfrom Antiquity to the Present (New  
Haven: Yale University Press, 1986); Y. Cohen, The Scribes and Scholars o f the City ofEmar 
in the Late Bronze Age (W inona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1009); R. Hawley, D. Pardee, and C. 
Roche-Hawley, “The Scribal Culture JA N E H  1.1 (2016): 119-67; S. Milstein,
Tracking the Master Scribe: Revision through Introduction in Biblical and Mesopotamian 
Literature (Oxford; Oxford University Press, 1016).
11. F. W. Dobbs-Allsopp, On Biblical Poetry (N ew  York: Oxford, 1015), 133-315.
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epistemological assumptions that would have framed how this information was 
conceived and valued within the societies in which these scribes were active.
To cite an example: in the past fifteen years alone significant new excavation 
reports have been published on every major Iron Age Philistine center save one 
(Gaza).*’ In place o f older conjectures about where the city o f Gath was located 
and the reasons for its downfall, compelling evidence now identifies this ancient 
Philistine location with the site o f TeU es-Safi and connects its destruction to 
Hazael o f Damascus in the late ninth century b c e .  In contrast to notions o f  a 
united and homogeneous Philistine society that worked in concert to control 
the coastal plain during the early Iron Age, a more nuanced understanding has 
emerged o f the complex, and sometimes strained, interactions that occurred 
between Philistine city states composed of distinct and diverse populations. 
Against perspectives o f sustained Philistine/Israelite antagonism in the twelfth 
to tenth centuries BCE, there is an increasing recognition o f the fluid character o f  
both ethnic identity and pohtical borders during these centuries and an aware 
ness of more pronounced moments of cultural exchange between communities 
who inhabited the coastal and highland regions o f the southern Levant. Recent 
evidence from the southern Levant is consequently reshaping nearly every his 
torical assumption held by past generations of historians who did not have access 
to this evidence.
Other studies could be cited. The City o f David excavations in Jerusalem have 
produced six new volumes since the year 1990 on finds obtained under the initial 
direction of Y. Shiloh,*"’ transforming our understanding of the early Iron Age 
status o f this highland center in a manner that resists older notions o f Jerusalem 
as a large, imperial capital city during the reigns of David and Solomon, but 
which also countervails more recent perspectives that deem this Jerusalem 
to have been a small village o f little consequence. In addition to these reports, 
E. Mazar has published a number o f volumes in the past decade that have offered 
controversial but nevertheless fascinating finds from the Iron I-IIA  period that
23. M. Dothan and D. '&cti-Sh.\orao,Ashdod VI: Excavations o f  Areas H - K  (Jerusalem: Israel 
Antiquities Authority, 2005): T. Dothan, S. Gitin, and Y. Garfinkel, TelMiqne-Ekron Field 
I V  Lower— The Elite Zone, The Iron Age I  and IIC, The Early and L ate Philistine Cities 
(W inona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2016): L. Stager, J. D. Schloen, and D. Master, eds., Ashkelon 
1: Introduction and Overview (tffSy-2ood) (W inona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2008); A. Maeir, 
ed.. Tell es-Safi/Gath I: The 19^6—200$ Seasons: P art i:  Text (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz 
Verlag, 2012).
24. For the most recent, which concludes with an overview o f previous excavation reports, 
sec A. de Groot and H . Bernick-Grecnbcrg, Excavations a t the City o f  D avid  ip /g-jpSs  
Directed by Yigal Shiloh. Vol. VIIA. Area E: Stratigraphy and Architecture (Qedem 53. 
Jerusalem: Hebrew University, 2012).
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include remains related to scribalism and the settlement’s infrastructure/* and 
D. Ben-Ami has recently published the first volume o f the renewed excavations 
in the Tyropoeon Valley that includes new insights into Jerusalem’s western pre 
cincts during this time/* Even more, a spate of recent excavation reports have 
been published from early Iron Age sires unatrested in the Hebrew Bible, in 
cluding significant settlements that once existed at Khirbet Qeiyafa, Tel Rehov, 
and Khirbet en Nahas/*’ New excavations have also begun at the important 
site o f Tell Abil el-Qameh (Abel Beth Maacah) in 2.013,̂ ® and an early Iron Age 
temple complex was discovered in zo ii  at the site o f Tel Moza in z o iz /’ The list 
could go on/°
Recent epigraphic evidence recovered from southern Levant also impresses. 
In Z005 an abecedary was unearthed at the site o f Tel Zayit that was dated to 
the late tenth century BCE by its excavator, demonstrating that an individual or 
individuals at this location possessed knowledge of an early linear alphabetic 
script that would have also been used, in time, to write out more lengthy docu 
ments in Hebrew.” This find can now be set alongside a remarkable collection of 
Iron I-IIA  linear alphabetic inscriptions recovered only in the past two decades.
15. E. M iz i i ,  Preliminary Report on The City ofDavidExcavations 2005 a t the Visitors Center 
Area (Jerusalem: Shalem Press, 1007); idem. The Palace o f  K ing  David: Excavations a t the 
Sum mit o f  the City o f  David: Preliminary Report ofSeasons 2005-2007 (Jerusalem: Shoham 
Academic Research and Publication, 2009); idem, Ihe Sum m it o f  the City o f  D avid  
Excavations 200$-200S, Vol. I Qerusalcm: Shoham, 2015).
26. D. Ben-Ami, Jerusalem: Excavations in the Tyropoeon Valley (Giv'ati Parking Lot)
(Jerusalem: Israel Antiquities Authority, 2013). * '
27. On the archaeological remains o f  these sites, see the extensive discussion in Chapter 4.
28. N. Panitz-Cohen, R. Mullins and R. Bonfil, “Northern Exposure: Launching Excavations 
at Tell Abil el-Qameh (Abel Beth Maacah),” Strata 31 (2013): 27-42.
29. S. Kisilevitz, “Ritual Finds from the Iron Age at Tel Motza,” [Hebrew] in  N ew  Studies in 
the Archaeology o f  Jerusalem and its Region V II (eds. G. Stiebel et al.; Jerusalem, 2013): 38-46; 
idem, “The Iron IIA Judahite Temple at Tel Moza,” TA  42 (201s): 147-64.
30. To cite only a few examples that are o f consequence for this study, sec now N . 
Panitz-Cohen and A. Mazar, eds.. Excavations a t  TelBeth-Shean ipSp-jppd, Volume III: The 
i3 th -ii th  CenturiesBCB (Areas S a n d N )  (Jerusalem: Israel Exploration Society, 2009); Israel 
Finkelstein, David Ussishkin, and Eric Cline, Megiddo V: The 2004-200S Seasons, Vols. 
I-III (W inona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2013); and Shlomo Bunimovitz and Zvi Lederman, eds., 
Tel Beth-Shemesh: A  Border Community in Judah. Renewed Excavations ipgo-2000  (2 vols.; 
W inona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2016).
31. R. Tappy et al., “An Abecedary o f  the Mid-Tenth Century B.C.E. from the Judaean 
Shcphelah,’ R/iSOi? 344 (2006): 5-46.
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including fascinating instances unearthed in such varied sites as Jerusalem, 
Beth-Shemesh, Khirbet Qeiyafa, Gath, and Tel Rehov.’̂
What this evidence offers are striking new vantage points by which to assess 
how the past depicted in the Hebrew Bible pertains to what we now know about 
the history o f the early Iron Age through the material and epigraphic evidence 
that has been recovered. In part, this evidence offers ever more nuanced under 
standings o f what features o f an early Iron Age world were reflected or obscured 
within the texts the biblical scribes composed. But what this evidence also pro 
vides are insights into the types o f knowledge that would have underpinned 
these biblical stories, the organization o f which was often structured, I argue 
in the following, on information communicated by way o f memory and word 
of mouth.
What the biblical scribes developed on the basis o f this knowledge were prose 
stories o f substantial length that were set in diverse geographies and amid many 
centuries in time. The appearance o f prose writing among this scribal culture, 
then, has considerable historical import for the investigation that follows. By 
prose, I mean a specific form o f writing distinct from verse, marked off by its 
close relationship to the style and genres o f everyday speech patterns, including 
how we communicate stories colloquially to others about past events and experi 
ences.” In contrast to the more pronounced artifice o f  verse, prose is unfinalized, 
open-ended, its form imposed, in the end, by margins and the edge o f the page. 
Graphically, prose is thus distinguished by being written out continuously and 
in running format, with its line divided by practical considerations (the size t>f 
document) and not, as with the poetic line, by intentional ones. The decision by 
^ebrew scribes to narrate past stories in written prose and not through verse 
or other modes o f written or verbal discourse, consequently, was a sine qua non 
development for the possibility o f the storytelling familiar to us in the Hebrew 
Bible, not unlike the indebtedness o f  the great Ionian writers of the fifth century 
BCE to the rise o f prose writing in their culture a century before.
Though commonplace today in a world saturated by prose texts, the excep 
tional character o f Hebrew prose can be appreciated when we situate it histor 
ically. For as T. Linafelt observes, what “distinguishes biblical literature from
31. For a discussion o f these epigraphic remains and their implications for this work, see the 
section in Chapter i on “Hebrew Prose: The Epigraphic Evidence.”
33. Jeffrey Kittay and Wlad Godzich, The Emergence of Prose: An Essay in Prosaics 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1987), 187-111. Cf. Northrop Anatomy 
o f Criticism: Four Essays (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1957). 163-67. So in a fa 
mous scene from Molî re’s The Bourgeois Gentleman, the clueless Monsieur Jourdain exclaims 
“Well, what do you know about that! These forty years now I’ve been speaking in prose 
without knowing it" (Act Two, Scene Four).
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virtually all other ancient Near Eastern literature is that its extended narratives 
take the form of prose and not verse (or poetry).”’’* Indeed, what makes biblical 
storytelling so remarkable is that so few literary cultures in antiquity used this 
form o f writing to tell stories about the past. Most narratives o f this kind would 
have been performed by oral bards trained in the centuries-old craft o f oral per 
formance.” And when a past was put down in writing, the literary cultures of the 
eastern Mediterranean region used other means to do so: Homeric talcs, to cite 
a famous instance, unfold in the sturdy rhythm o f dactylic hexameter; the great 
Canaanitc hero Danel has his story told by Ugaritic writers in epic verse form; 
and when a scribe recounts Idrimi o f Alalakh’s improbable rise to the throne 
in prose, this scribe chose not to write in a local West Semitic vernacular but in 
the international language o f  Akkadian, even though the scribe’s knowledge of 
the cuneiform writing system used to compose this text was “inconsistent” and 
“idiosyncratic” at best.’* Furthermore, when prose writing is suddenly harnessed 
for the first time among local vernacular languages in the Iron Age Levant (i.e., 
Aramaic, Moabite, Ammonite) to narrate a past, these texts, as Sanders observes, 
are almost always expressed in the first person voice o f the ruler.’̂  But the Hebrew 
scribes at the center o f  this study chose a different literary form: that of third 
person prose cast in their native Hebrew language.
To understand what knowledge about the past was available to these scribes 
also entails understanding something, then, about what led them to write in this 
particular way, and when. The aim o f Chapter i is to attend to such concerns by 
examining the emergence of Hebrew prose writing in the Iron Age period. To do 
so, this study turns first to the epigraphic record from the southern Levant and 
then to instances o f prose writing developed elsewhere among various literary 
cultures outside the Levant.’* W hen coupled with theoretical considerations wed
54. Tod Linafclt, The Hebrew Bible as Literature: A  Very Short Introduction (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, zoi6), 39. So also Kawashima: “Scholars have long noted that the prose nar 
ratives o f the Hebrew Bible present us with something decisively new and unprecedented 
in ancient literature.” R. Kawashima, Biblical Narrative and the Death o f  the Rhapsode 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1004), 4.
3$. O n this point, see the extensive discussion in Chapter i.
36. E. Greenstein and D. Marcus, “The Akkadian Inscription o f  Idrimi,”̂ ^ ^ ^ 8 (1976): 59.
37. Sanders, Invention o f  Hebrew, 113-10.
38. E.g., J. Van Seters, In Search o f  History: Historiography in the Ancient World and Origins 
o f  Biblical History (N ew  Haven: Yale, 1983), 55-108; S. Goldhill, The Invention o f  Prose 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1001); J.-J. Glassner, Mesopotamian Chronicles (ed. B. 
Foster; Atlanta: SBL, 1004), 37-55: L. Kurke, “Plato, Aesop, and the Beginnings o f Mimetic 
Prose,” Representations 94  (1006): 6-51;}. Grethlein, “The Rise o f Greek Historiography and 
the Invention o f  Prose,” in The Oxford History o f  Historical Writing: Volume I, Beginnings to 
A D  600 (eds. A. Feldherr and G. Hardy; Oxford; Oxford University Press, io n ) , 148-70.
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to the vernacularization o f literature in antiquity and to the predominance of an 
older oral storytelling tradition in the region, the appearance o f Hebrew prose, 
this chapter argues, was likely a rather belated event, emerging around the ninth 
century BCE—or roughly looo years after writing first appears in the eastern 
Mediterranean world.
W ith this rough terminus post quern for the establishment o f Hebrew prose 
in mind. Chapter i then transitions toward a study o f the epistemological under 
pinnings o f the source material that would have contributed to the prose stories 
told about the early Iron Age period in the Hebrew Bible, or an era that would 
have preceded the rise of Hebrew prose writing by a generation or more. The aim 
of this section, in short, is to historicize the possible forms o f knowledge that 
would have been available to later Hebrew scribes who would have had few prose 
documents from the past in their possession. Following the work o f M. Foucault, 
the intent of this section is to cast a spotlight on the internal conditions o f know 
ing that would have shaped these sources, this material’s “configuration within a 
space o f knowledge,*^’ so as to better appreciate how information about a past was 
conceptualized and sustained among the societies in which the biblical scribes 
were active. This manner o f inquiry leads into the domains o f oral tradition 
and the work of memory once more, in which past knowledge made available 
to the biblical scribes, I argue, would have been dependent on the possibilities 
of remembering. The conclusion o f this chapter is then given over to how this 
“episteme” o f memory, to borrow once again from Foucault,m ay have influ 
enced the written works about an early Iron Age past that found their way into 
the Hebrew Bible.
Chapters z through 4 o f this book consist o f  three case studies that attempt to 
give flesh to the theoretical discussion put forward in Chapter i. Each case study 
is devoted to what I argue is a different dynamic o f how this episteme o f memory 
is worked out within biblical stories set in an early Iron Age past. The intent 
of these chapters, accordingly, is to foreground distinct modes o f  remembering 
that would have contributed toward the stories told o f an early Iron Age period, 
the dynamics o f  which were marked by a much different process of transmis 
sion than source material handed down through lengthy narrative texts. Over 
against historical studies o f memory in the ancient world that orient themselves 
synchronically or, conversely, to those works that accent either the preservative 
or revisionary character o f a remembered past over time, each chapter o f this 
work seeks to demonstrate a distinct process o f remembering that would have
39. M. Foucault, The Order o f Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences (London: 
Routlcdgc, z o o i  [1966]), xxiv.
40. Foucault, Order of Things, xxiv.
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informed the source material drawn on by the biblical writers: those o f resilience, 
entanglement, and forgetting.
Bound loosely to a historical past by their source material but untroubled 
by modern epistemological concerns rooted in a historicism birthed only in the 
past three centuries, what the biblical scribes developed through the knowledge 
available to them, this book contends, were prose works steeped in information 
derived from a remembered past. Memory in a Time o f Prose is therefore an argu 
ment as much as it is the name of this book. The contention reflected in this vol 
ume’s title is that there was a time in which Hebrew prose writing emerged in the 
ancient world o f the southern Levant, a medium that, until the period in which 
such vernacular prose texts suddenly appeared in the region, had never before 
been used to tell stories about the past. At work in a world dominated by oral, liv 
ing speech, much of the knowledge these scribes had available to them about the 
past were sources necessarily elicited from the memories communicated via word 
of mouth. The prose writings produced by these Hebrew scribes would there 
fore have been informed by a past sustained through oral storytelling that was 
rooted in the capacity to remember, just as modes o f remembering within their 
society would be forever transformed by the introduction of the written word as 
an aide-memoire.
The intent of the following is to demonstrate how these frameworks for 
knowing the past, so different from our own, shaped the stories these scribes 
told. Embedded in the biblical stories investigated here, I conclude, are a spec 
trum of references to the early Iron Age period that find both moments of coher 
ence and disconnect from the evidence recovered through modern methods of 
historical research. The various pasts represented within the stories the biblical 
scribes composed are thus seen to abide by a different set of assumptions as to 
what constitutes past knowledge in relation to our own, historical vantage point, 
stories informed by modes o f retrospection whose recollections laid claim to a 
meaningful past but in a manner distinct from the knowledge generated within 
the historicism of “our modernity.”'*'
41. 'BScoem, Memory, History, Forgetting, 305-14.
I
Hebrew Prose and Stories of an Early 
Iron Age Past
H ISTORICAL A N D  EPISTEMOLOGICAL  
CO NSIDERATIONS
We cannot trace the ori^ns ofafidentlsraelitehistoricalwriting. 
A t a particular point it is there, and we already have it in its 
fully developed form}
H O W E V E R  H E B R E W  PR O SE  camc to be, it arose in societies familiar with the 
written word but which nevertheless privileged the voice and the body as the 
media through which stories about the past were communicated. Recent stud 
ies on the formation o f the Hebrew Bible have emphasized well that the biblical 
writings were created and consumed within predominantly oral contexts, shaped 
acoustically and circulated among those who would often experience these texts 
through the ear.* To be sure, biblical scholars had long recognized the influence
I. G. von Rad, “The Beginnings ofH istorical W riting in Ancient Israel,” The Problem of the 
Hexateuch and Other Essays (trans. E. W. Dicken; London: SCM  Press, 1964), 167.
1. For a number o f  important, recent works on the topic, see, for example, S. Niditch, 
Oral World and Written Word; Ancient Israelite Literature (Louisville: Westminster John 
Knox, 1996); F. Polak, “The Oral and the Written: Syntax, Stylistics, and the Development 
o f Biblical Prose Narrative,” 16 (1998): 59-105; idem, “Book, Scribe, and Bard: Oral 
Discourse and Written Text in Recent Biblical Scholarship,” Prooftexts 31 (lo ii): 118-40: 
W. Schniedewind, How the Bible Became a Book: The Textualiscation o f Ancient Israel 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1004), 1-13; D. Carr, Writing on the Tablet o f  
the Heart: Origins o f Scripture and Literature (New York: Oxford, 1005), 3-16; idem. The 
Formation of the Hebrew Bible: A  New Reconstruction (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2011), 3-12; idem, “Orality, Tcxtuality and Memory: The State o f Biblical Studies,” in 
Contextualizing Israel’s Sacred Writings: Ancient Literacy, Orality, and Literary Production 
(ed. B. Schmidt: Atlanta: SBL Press, 2015), 161-74; K. van der Toorn, Scribal Culture 
and the Making of the Hebrew Bible (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2007), 9-50;
2
Gath o f the Philistines
THE RESILIENCE OF A REMEMBERED PAST
. . .  we can understand how we recapture the past only by 
understanding how i t  is, in effect, preserved by our physical 
surroundings.'
I N  T H E  F I N A L  scene o f the Standard Version o f The Epic o f  Gilgamesh (Tablet 
XI), Gilgamesh and his companion, Ur-Shanabi, return to the city o f Uruk 
where the epic first began. Standing together before the fortifications o f the site, 
Gilgamesh s final words in the epic are a series o f exhortations directed toward 
the ramparts o f  the location he had once built and the precincts the city wall now 
enclosed. What is curious about these final commands, however, is that they had 
already been voiced once before at the very opening to the epic in Tablet I;̂
Go up ... on to the wall of Uruk and walk around.
Survey the foundation platform, inspect the brickwork!
(See)if its brickwork is not kiln-fired brick, 
and if  the Seven Sages did not lay its foundation!
One sdr is city, one sdr is date grove, one sar is clay-pit, half a sdr the 
Temple o f Ishtar, three sdr and a half (is) Uruk, (its) measurement. 
(I:i8-a3//XI:3a3-3a8)
The repetition o f these lines at the beginning and end o f Gilgamesh accords 
them a particular significance for the epic as a whole, forming, as they do, an 
inclusio to the tale recounted within it. What results from this narrative device.
I. Maurice Halbwachs, La Mimoire Collective (and ed.: Paris: Presses Univcrsitaires de 
France. 1968), 146.
Translation taken from A. George, The Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic: Introduction, Critical 
Edition, and Cuneiform Texts, yo\, I (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1003), 715.
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D a v id  on the Desert Fringe
THE ENT ANGLEM EN TS OF MEMORY
And thus the question must be raised for each substance and 
each concept: From where does it come, and what develop 
ment has it undergone f
N E A R  T H E  M I D P O I N T  of Book II o f the Histories { .̂^9), Herodotus turns 
from his investigation into the Egyptian landscape and toward what he has 
learned from others o f the great deeds performed by past pharaohs."  ̂One ruler, 
named Sesostris, is given particular prominence with this section of Herodotus’s 
work and stands out among the various pharaohs described (Hdt. 2.101-110). In 
a distant past, Herodotus reports, this ancient ruler completed a naval campaign 
along the Arabian Gulf and then set out with a great army northward. The forces 
under Sesostris’s command subdued various peoples o f the Levant until they ulti 
mately “entered Europe and defeated the Scythians and 'Thracians” (Hdt. 2.102) 
in what is today the Balkan region and south Russia. Herodotus remarks that 
the pharaoh then returned to Egypt after his conquests in the far north, but not 
before a segment o f his army established the kingdom o f Colchis on the eastern 
banks o f the Black Sea.
The evidence Herodotus cites for Sesostris’s campaign are stories 
recounted to him by Egyptian informants, most frequently identified as 
local priests who, in this instance, appear to have resided in Memphis.’ The
1. H . Gte&misin,AlbertEichhom unddieRdigionsgeschichtlicheSchule (Gottingen Vandcnhocck 
& Ruprecht, 1914), 35.
2. Herodotus writes: “Up to this point I have limited what I have written to what I myself 
saw (6^15). my judgment (yvcipr)), and inquiry (loroplr]). But now I will record Egyptian logoi, 
according to what I have heard” {Hdt. 1.99).
3. A . Lloyd, “Book II,” in A  Commentary on Herodotus: Books I - IV  (eds. O. Murray and A. 
Moreno; Oxford; Oxford University Press, 1007), 118-39.
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A Past No Longer Remembered
THE HEBREW BIBLE A N D  THE QUESTION OF ABSENCE
Take care to watch yourselves closely, lest youforget the things 
which your eyes have seen. (Deut. 4:9)
. .  .for the people shape their memory according to what they 
have experienced. (Thuc. 2.54.S)
A R O U N D  i6 o  CE the Greek author Pausanias began writing what would later 
be entitled the EJ^aSo? TJspiYffe<7i ,̂ or the **Tour o f Greece.” Over the course 
of two decades Pausanias frequented the Greek mainland from his home in 
Asia Minor in order to chronicle the local histories o f places situated within the 
Roman provinces o f Achaea and Macedonia, giving special attention to those 
material remains that called to mind how these regions appeared before they 
came under Roman control.' The work itself is difEcult to define." Equal parts 
travel literature, historical geography, political history, art criticism, and the 
study o f religious customs and beliefs, Pausanias’s text oifers detailed accounts 
about a landscape that still bore the traces o f an earlier Greek world at its height. 
Meticulous observations on the topographical features of the ancient Agora in 
Athens (Paus. 1.3—17), for example, or reports o f the small temples and monu 
ments strewn along the road from Sparta to Arcadia (Paus. 3.10.8—11.1) have.
I. K. W. Arafat, Pausanias Greece: jincient^irtistsandPom an Rulers (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1996), 8; C. Pie&sichx,,Pausanias Guide to .Ancient (Berkeley: University
o f California Press, 1998 [1985]). 3~i3i 101—103; W. Hutton, Describing Greece: Landscape 
and Literature in the Periegesis o f  Pausanias (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
zoos), 9-iOi M. Pretzler, Pausanias: Travel W riting in Ancient Greece (London: Duckworth, 
Z007), 16-31.
z. E. Bowie, “Inspiration and Aspiration: Date, Genre, and Readership," in Travel
and Memory in Roman Greece (eds. S. Akock et al.i Oxford: Oxford University Press, zooi  ̂
ZI-3Z; UMitoa, Describing Greece, 141-71: Vietzlet, Pausanias, 1-15.
Conclusion
Since i t  is the mode o f  being o f all that is given us in expe 
rience, History has become the unavoidable element in our 
thought. . .  This event, probably because we are still caught 
inside it, is largely beyond our comprehension!
For those reared and educated in the modern West i t  is 
often hard to grasp that a concern with history, let alone the 
writing o f history, is not an innate endowment o f  human 
civilization!
T H E  F O R E G O I N G  C H A P T E R S  have attempted to cast some light on how 
biblical claims about an early Iron Age world came to be. Inhibited at the 
outset o f our investigation by Hebrew scribes who took no credit for the texts 
they wrote and who did not disclose how, when, or even where they produced 
their writings, this study pursued a more oblique historical approach to the 
stories they told by attending to what knowledge informed the referential 
claims made within them. Situating their portrayal o f  an early Iron Age past 
alongside o f  what we now know about this era through the archaeological 
evidence available, the intent o f  this investigation has been to historicize 
the past knowledge that shaped the tales the biblical writers decided to tell. 
Throughout the various studies o f this book, the aim, then, has been to answer 
a deceptively simple question: what did Hebrew scribes know about times pre 
vious to their own?
W hat has come into view through the preceding chapters are moments 
of both affinity and disconnect between the biblical past and the early Iron 
Age world known to us today. Plying their craft in an ancient society that
I. M. Foucault, The Order of Things (London: Routlcdge, 2001), 138-39.
1. Y. Ycrushalmi, Zakhor; Jewish History and Jewish Memory (Seattle: University of 
Washington Press, 1996), 6.
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communicated cultural knowledge predominantly through the spoken word, 
the distinct portrait of the past rendered by the biblical scribes was one often 
formed, I have argued, on the basis o f  the memories conveyed to them by way 
o f  an oral storytelling tradition. The peculiar relationship that emerged be 
tween the biblical past and our understanding o f a historical one, marked by 
moments o f both close affiliations and notable discrepancies, was one, I con 
tend, that was effected through a distinct sense o f  the past separate from our 
own, what E. Blum terms a “different rationality”’ and what G. von Rad before 
him  had described as Israel’s “own intellectual schema” that abided by a “dif 
ferent frame o f reference.’̂  Follbwing Foucault,’ I have connected these epis 
temological insights to what is described as an “epistcme,” or the normative 
assumptions particular to an era by which knowledge is constituted and sus 
tained. In short, the means for knowing an early Iron Age past and the signifi 
cance attached to it by the biblical writers were wed foremost to the faculty of 
remembrance.
The three case studies o f this book illustrate how this episteme o f memory 
would have contributed to the past knowledge made available to later Hebrew 
scribes, knowledge that was then textualized by these individuals through their 
remarkable decision to do so in vernacular prose writing. Marshaling recent ar 
chaeological evidence by which to view and compare certain biblical references 
connected to the early Iron Age period, what has been made apparent through 
these chapters is the dynamic character o f the information conveyed to the bib 
lical writers through memory, a dynamism that resists efforts to flatten processes 
o f  remembering into something one dimensional, whether in works that accent 
only memory’s revisionary or, conversely, preservative features. Instead, the sto 
ries told by the biblical scribes were found to be rooted in not one type o f memory 
but multiple instantiations o f it that would have often worked simultaneously to 
shape the source material transmitted to them over time. At moments, certain 
memories were found to evince a particular resiliency toward potential transfor 
mations that could occur during generations o f transmission, where tales told of 
Gath or Ziklag, for example, find moments o f coherence with what we know of 
the early Iron Age world in which they likely arose. In other instances, the mech 
anisms o f remembering, affected by a transforming landscape to which certain 
memories were attached, introduced entanglements into the past recalled about
}. E. Blum, “Historiography or Poetry? The Nature o f  the Hebrew Bible Prose Tradition.” in 
Memory in the Bible and Antiquity (eds. S. Barton et ah; Tubingen: M ohr Siebeck, 2007), 28.
4. G . von Rad, Old Testament Theology, Vol. 2 (trans. D. M . G . Stalker; Louisville: Westminster 
John Knox, 1965), 427, 417.
5. Foucault, Order o f Things, xxiii-xxvi.
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Davidic activities, including those that were said to have taken place in locations 
that came to prominence only many years after a David would have ruled. And, 
finally, others acts of remembering were contravened by the familiar constraints 
o f forgetting, where the destruction or abandonment o f a site left it vulnerable to 
the loss o f its significance within the memories of those who would later come to 
live in these regions o f the southern Levant.
In stepping back from the results o f this investigation, certain implications 
emerge for how we might approach these referential claims. In part, the conclu 
sions reached through this study would urge caution when likening the biblical 
past to our understanding o f a historical onc.‘ To be sure, the Hebrew Bible’s 
manifest interest in the tangible affairs o f a particular people and its develop 
ment o f narrative prose to recount events connected to them are preconditions 
for those histories still written today.  ̂But what is lost through such equivalen 
cies is precisely the crucial epistemological differences highlighted throughout 
this investigation, where the modes o f retrospection that guided ancient Hebrew 
scribes and those that shape modern, critical history are conceptualized and sub 
stantiated through distinct epistemological frameworks.* Knowledge about the
6. So the ideas expressed, for example, in the titles o f  B. Halpern and M. Brettler’s im 
portant works. See B. Halpern, The First Historians: The Hebrew Bible and History (San 
Francisco: Harper & Row, 1988); M. Brettler, The Creation o f History in Ancient Israel 
(London: Routledge, 1995). On the rise o f  historicism specifically within biblical stud 
ies, see especially Magne Saebo, “Fascination with ‘History’—Biblical Interpretation in a 
Century o f  Modernism and Historicism,” in Hebrew Bible /  Old Testament: The History of 
Its Interpretation. Volume III/i: From Modernism to Post-Modernism (The Nineteenth and 
Twentieth Centuries) (ed. M. Saebo; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2013), 17-30.
7. On this topic, see also A. Heinrich, D avid und Klio: Historiographische Elemente in der 
Aufstiegsgeschichte Davids und im Alien Testament (Berlin: De Gruyter. 1009), esp. :-49,
In addition to the points raised in this book, Heinrich argues for a certain critical 
spirit that appears among the biblical writings through the phenomenon o f  Fortschreibung, 
or the rewriting and revisions over time o f  past stories performed by later scribes, in  which 
older assertions are emended or reworked to conform to new perspectives. Nevertheless, as 
Heinrich admits throughout his fine discussion, the divergences between biblical storytelling 
and modern historiography are substantial, hanging together in only “very lim ited” {nur bed- 
mgt) instances such as in their narrative form and their interest in past human affairs. For 
such reasons, Heinrich, in a manner similar to the conclusions reached here but from a differ- 
ent direction, opts to see biblical prose as “precursor” (Vorform) to modern historiography, or 
as the first steps” in the direction toward {erste Schritte in Richtung) the historiography that 
would later be developed in the modern era (p. 576).
8. A. Momigliano, “Ancient History and the Antiquarian,” Journal o f the Warburg and 
Courtauld Institutes 13 (1950): 285—315, In addition, Schiffman, for example, points toward 
the «ucial awareness o f  anachronism that arises during the Renaissance [Z. Schiifman, The 
Birth o f  the Past (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 2011)]: Grafton notes the flood o f printed in 
formation that appeared with the printing press and a newfound interest in  ancient works 
through the notion o f  adfontes [A. Grafton, What was History? The A rt o f History in Early 
Modern Europe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 2007), j-6 i]; Saebo underscores
